
Fall is back! Build your Library collection and celebrate the wonderful and complex identity 
of children by utilizing Capstone Rewards! Use code 22FallBonus on your capstone order of 
print books OR Capstone Interactive eBooks and earn part of your purchase back in bonus 
Capstone Rewards points. Then, redeems those points for FREE Capstone print or eBooks!

Not a member yet?
Go to Capstonepub.com/Rewards/
Promotions/Rewards to learn more!

Join Capstone Rewards

Disclosure TextTerms and Conditions: Minimum purchase amount equals invoiced amount and can be comprised of any combination of 
Capstone books or Capstone Interactive ebooks on the same order. Orders must include promo code and Capstone Rewards member 
number and be received by December 15, 2022. PebbleGo and Connect orders are not eligible for this promotion. Promotion cannot be 
combined with other offers.

shop.CapstonePub.com

Minimum Order 
Amount

Capstone  Rewards 
Bonus Points

$750 10%

$1,500 20%

$3,000 30%

Use code 
22FallBonus to 

earn more 
books!

We’re bursting with 
amazing things!

https://www.capstonepub.com/rewards/promotions/rewards
https://www.capstonepub.com/rewards/promotions/rewards


Buy one Capstone 
Interactive eBook, get 
one free when you use 
code 22BOGOCV  with a 
minimum $750 purchase.

Double your 
purchasing power 
on Capstone Interactive eBooks!

Why Capstone Interactive eBooks are favorites in schools across the country:

 • Read-aloud audio for EVERY book! Professional 
voice-over artists, not robotic text-to-speech, 
engage students and provide evidence-based 
scaffolding for pre-readers, struggling readers, 
English language learners, and more.

 • Multi-user, simultaneous access. Say goodbye 
to hold lists and multiple copy purchases. Your 
Capstone Interactive eBooks can be used by 
every student in your school.

 • No hidden fees. Pay a one-time fee for your 
selected titles or upgrade to Capstone Connect 
for yearly subscription bundles.

 • Launch a book with 1 click! Use the easy copy-link 
feature to post one-click access for students in 
programs such as Google Classroom, Seesaw, and 
more. School librarians can request free MaRC 
records for 1-click access from your library catalog.

 • Thousands of titles to choose from. From 
curriculum support to leisure reading, you are sure 
to find Capstone Interactive titles that meet your 
school’s needs.

 • Accessibility matters! Our eBook platform and 
reader are Section 508 compliant and W.C.A.G 
rated!

Go to shop.CapstonePub.com to start shopping!
Terms & Conditions: Orders must be received by December 15, 2022, and include promo code 22BOGOCV. Offer valid for US schools 
with current PebbleGo subscriptions only. Minimum purchase of $750 required (Example: $750 purchase receives $1500 in Capstone 
Interactive eBooks.) Applies to Capstone Interactive eBooks only. Print, Duos, PebbleGo and Connect purchases are excluded from offer.
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